
Rating Criteria on Credit Enhancement
Based on Partial Credit Enhancement Mechanism

Generally, BWR considers credit enhancement based on 100% guarantee and extends the rating as that of the 

guarantor and differentiate the rating symbol with a suffix to the rating symbol (SO) denoting it is a structured 

obligation rating as different from a standalone rating.  

As per extant RBI guidelines banks are also now permitted to offer Partial Credit Enhancement (PCE)   in 

respect of corporate bonds whose pre-enhanced rating is BBB minus or better, subject to aggregate PCE 

exposure limit from the banking system to 50 per cent of the bond issue size, with a limit up to 20 percent of the 

bond issue size for an individual bank. 

Accordingly, BWR has introduced separate criteria for Credit Enhancement based on partial guarantee from a 

corporate or Irrevocable Contingent Line of Credit (ICLC) from a bank. 

An Issuer can partially enhance its credit rating by obtaining a Guarantee from a higher rated Corporate/NBFC 

or ICLC from a higher rated bank which   makes the provider of the guarantee/ICLC liable to bear losses up to a 

certain specified limit as documented in the guarantee/ICLC.  In case of default, the Guarantee/ICLC provider 

will bear the first loss to the extent of  guarantee/ICLC  extended which is  linked to the total issue size covering  

both principal and interest payment.

First BWR will assess the issuer and arrive at the rating on a standalone basis and verifies whether the 

standalone rating of the borrower / issuer is BBB- or above as per BWR criteria.

BWR considers the potential cash flow of the borrower and also ascertain whether there is any shortfall in 

meeting the debt obligation. The guarantee/ICLC amount provided by the guarantor should cover up such a 

potential shortfall, if any, while meeting the debt obligation

Higher guarantee coverage for a specific cash flow mitigates the default probability of that cash flow. Thus as 

the extent of guarantee coverage increases, large amount of cash flows will carry lower default probabilities 

and hence reducing the overall risk of default of the instrument. 

Generally BWR is comfortable with minimum guarantee coverage of 30% of the issue size. Higher the 

guarantee coverage, the greater the probability of the rating closer to the guarantor's rating. The level of 

enhancement by virtue of a PCE shall be decided by the rating committee on a case to case basis. 

Where the PCE is based on the ICLC issued by a bank, the effect of PCE on the bond rating must be disclosed in 

the term sheet, i.e. the standalone rating of the issuer and rating with PCE. Further, the cash flow from the 

project is to be ring fenced through an escrow account mechanism with a bond trustee agreement. 
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The Guarantee issued by a corporate/NBFC or ICLC issued by a bank must be unconditional and irrevocable 

and non-payment of fees by the borrower to the guarantor should not constitute an event of default under the 

rated debt. The guarantee coverage generally includes debt obligations, such as principal and interest during 

the tenure of the life of the instrument. Further, the mechanism should also ensure T minus structure for 

timely servicing of the debt to the investors.

The debenture trustee is required to monitor the timely servicing of debt by the issuer and compliance of the 

guarantee/ICLC in the event of shortfall of funds to ensure timely payment to investors.

Instrument with a partial credit enhancement will have a Structured Obligation (SO) rating and the rating 

symbol would be accompanied with a suffix (SO).
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